Baiting proteins with C60.
About 20 proteins are known to modify their activity upon interaction with C60. Their structures are present in a database that includes more than 1200 protein structures selected as possible targets for drugs and to represent the entire Protein Data Bank. The set was examined with an algorithm that appraises quantitatively the interaction of C60 and the surface of each protein. The redundancy of the set allows to establish the predictive power of the approach that finds explicitly the most probable site where C60 docks on each protein. About 80% of the known fullerene binding proteins fall in the top 10% of scorers. The close match between the model and experiments vouches for the accuracy of the model and validates its predictions. The sites of docking are shown and discussed in view of the existing experimental data available for protein-C60 interaction. A closer exam of the 10 top scorers is discussed in detail. New proteins that can interact with C60 are identified and discussed for possible future applications as drug targets and fullerene derivatives bioconjugate materials.